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1. Culvert under by-pass

3. Garden bridge  Skinner Hill

6. Stone slabs at old water intake

9. Bridge near Dunkirk Farm

12. �Ranger�bridge  Recreation Ground

14. Mason�s marks

13. Meathop New Bridge over Winster 13. Stones from old Meathop Bridge

16. Blea Crag bridge over Winster

10. Culvert under Lindale Inn 11. Lindale Beck  Back o� the Fell Road

7. Bridge at foot of Skittergate 8. Lindale Beck  lower Lindale Hill

4. Lindale Beck reappears  Lindale Hill 5. Stone slabs above weir

2. Clapper bridge Skinner Hill



 
 
The Lindale Beck is very short and steep, starting from springs near High Newton. Right from 
its source its course has been engineered to use its water for power and washing, and to gain 
access to its drinking water source. It is culverted under the by-pass, under Lindale Hill, Kendal 
Road and the Grange Road which it crosses twice, before joining the tidal River Winster at 
Castle Head.  It is too small to have been a barrier, and is easily bridged, and generally has no 
bridges of any architectural merit. 
 
 At Skinner Hill at the top of the village, the beck emerges from below the Lindale by-pass 
which was built in 1977. A public footpath leading up to The Lots, former allotments or farming 
areas for the village, crosses the beck over a single slate slab clapper bridge, possibly its 
most charismatic bridge. Skinner Hill, an early industrial settlement, is believed to be where 
John Wilkinson, Ironmaster, and his father Isaac had one of their early foundries, 
experimenting with water power to smelt iron, from around 1750. They used a small water 
wheel to power a grindstone to make smoothing irons, (which Isaac Wilkinson patented). He 
also made iron farm implements here. A pond stored water for the water wheel. No trace of the 
forge or workshop remains. 
 
The Lindale Beck has been incorporated into gardens, with small bridges. Its course continues 
behind The Royal Oak, then is culverted below Lindale Hill. This new wide straight road, cut 
through solid slate rock, may have been first created as part of the 1822 Turnpike Road, from 
Levens to Staveley, the first good road to reach Lindale. It is shown on the oldest OS maps 
around 1850. It is generally believed to have been blasted out in 1890, to provide employment 
following the Boer War, then widened again and lowered in the 1930s. At this time Lindale was 
important for carriers and haulage companies, and Lindale Hill became renowned as steep and 
dangerous.  
 
The Lindale Beck is now confined in a narrow trench by the side of the road, and is next 
bridged by the minor road which leads to the infilled site of Lindale’s Mill Dam where water was 



stored for the now demolished Corn Mill. Here, at the old water intake, the road has a modern 
surface laid over sandstone slabs, which can be seen either side of the bridge.  
 
The beck continues under houses and gardens, reappearing at the foot of Skittergate opposite 
Smithy Hill, and is again incorporated into gardens. It was used here as a source of drinking 
water up to the 1960s. The beck is seen again above the Lindale Inn, where access to water 
was provided for horses pulling wagons up Lindale Hill. The old smithy was also located on 
lower Lindale Hill next to the beck for access to cooling water.  
 
The beck is culverted under the Lindale Inn extension and its car park, and under Kendal Road, 
where in past times there was a ford. No longer needed for water supply, for the former flax 
mill, now the Stonebeck development, the beck crosses Grange Road, now at sea level. Its last 
bridge is a ‘Ranger’ bridge near the recreation ground. It once more crosses unseen under the 
Grange Road and under the private road to Castle Head, former mansion of John Wilkinson, to 
join the River Winster. 
 
The River Winster has more significance, having been the boundary between the counties of 
Lancashire and Westmorland, and the parishes of Allithwaite Upper and Witherslack, as seen 
on the inscribed stone on the new (1970s) Meathop County Bridge. Two stones from the Old 
Meathop Bridge were rescued by David Birch and his father and can be seen on Lindale Hill. A 
modern, functional bridleway bridge over the Winster near Nicholls farm contrasts with the 
Grade II listed Bleacrag Bridge further up the Winster valley. The bridge is notable for having 
two arches.  
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